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Abstract
This paper derives the Jordan block representation of the so-called pattern correlation ma-
trices which appear in statistical analysis of random discrete sequences. A very explicit form
of the row (or column) space of these matrices and of the similarity transformation to the
transposed matrix is obtained. The covariance matrix of the joint distribution of frequencies
of all patterns is expressed in terms of the pattern correlation matrix, and a simple general-
ized inverse of this covariance matrix is produced. The relevant statistical implications for
goodness-of-fit testing are formulated. © 2001 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and summary
Consider a random text formed by independent realizations of letters chosen from
a finite alphabet. For a given set of patterns it is of interest to determine the prob-
ability of the prescribed number of occurrences of the patterns in this text. This
problem appears in different areas of information theory like source coding, code
synchronization, randomness testing, etc. It is also important in molecular biology in
DNA analysis and for gene recognition.
The solution to this problem depends on the so-called correlation polynomials
introduced first by Guibas and Odlyzko [3] and on the matrix formed by these poly-
nomials employed by Regnier and Szpankowski [7,8].
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In Section 2, we study the spectral properties of this matrix which turns out to have
a very elegant Jordan blocks form with an explicit description of its row (or column)
space. In Section 3, this matrix is shown to determine the covariance matrix of the
joint distribution of frequencies of all patterns. A simple generalized inverse of this
covariance matrix is derived, and the related statistical procedures for goodness-of-fit
testing are mentioned.
2. Pattern correlation matrices and their Jordan form
Let a random text be formed by a series of i.i.d. random variables k , k = 1,
2, . . . , n with possible values 1, . . . , q for some positive integer q  2. Commonly
a study of such texts is based on the observed frequencies of overlapping m-pat-
terns (words) for a fixed positive integer m, like (i1, . . . , im). Denote the set of all
these patterns (of cardinality qm) byI. Assume that P(i = k) = pk, k = 1, . . . , q
are positive probabilities. Then the probability of the word ı = (i1 · · · im) is P(ı) =
pi1 · · ·pim . The situation when pk ≡ q−1 corresponds to the uniform (symmetric)
model.
The following pattern correlation polynomial, Cı (z), as defined by Guibas and
Odlyzko [3], plays an important role in pattern analysis. Let ı = (i1 · · · im) and  =
(j1 · · · jm) be two elements of I. Put
Cı (z)=
m∑
k=1
δ(im−k+1···im),(j1···xjk)pjk+1 · · ·pjmzk−1
=δı zm−1 +
m−1∑
r=1
δ(ir+1···im),(j1···jm−r )pjm−r+1 · · ·pjmzm−r−1. (1)
Here and further δı =∏mk=1 δikjk is the Kronecker symbol for two m-indices ı and
 . (Observe that when pk ≡ q−1, Guibas and Odlyzko [3] in Section 1 define this
polynomial as Cı (qz).)
We denote by C(z) = C the qm × qm-pattern correlation matrix, formed by ele-
ments Cı (z), ı,  ∈ I. This matrix has been introduced by Regnier and Szpankow-
ski [7] (see also [8]) who used it to derive generating functions for the probabilities
of the approximate pattern occurrences in a random text.
Our immediate goal is to establish a remarkably simple Jordan blocks representa-
tion of this matrix. We will need the following notation. Put
B = B(z) = C(z)− zm−1I,
which, as all other matrices in this paper, has the order qm. The elements ofBwill be
denoted by bı , ı,  ∈ I. Denote by e the qm-dimensional vector with all coordinates
equal to one, and let
ak =
{
q − 1, k = 0,
(q − 1)2qk−1, k = 1, . . . ,m− 1.
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Theorem 2.1. The matrix C has the eigenvalue zm−1 with multiplicity qm − 1 and
the eigenvalue 1+ z+ · · · + zm−1 with multiplicity 1. The minimal polynomialψ(t)
of C has the form ψ(t) = (t − zm−1)m(t − 1− · · · − zm−1). The Jordan canoni-
cal form of C consists of qm − qm−1 + 1 Jordan blocks, of which qm − qm−1 be-
long to the eigenvalue zm−1, and of one block belonging to the simple eigenvalue
1+ z+ · · · + zm−1, whose eigenvector is e. The number of Jordan blocks of order
m− k, k = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1, corresponding to the former eigenvalue, is equal to
ak.
Proof. The first part of the proof consists in evaluation of the determinant |B− λI |.
To this end notice that by (1), b(ii2···im),(j1···jm) does not depend on i. Consider the
following sequence of elementary transformations of the matrixB− λI . From each
row (i, i2, . . . , im), i = 1, 2, . . . , q − 1 subtract the row (i + 1, i2, . . . , im). Then the
submatrix formed by the upper qm − qm−1 rows of the transformed matrix has the
diagonal elements all equal to −λ, the element at the position (i, i2, . . . , im), (i +
1, i2, . . . , im), i = 1, . . . , q − 1 is equal to λ, and all other elements vanish. (The
submatrix formed by lower qm−1 rows coincides with that of the original matrix.)
We now add the columns (1, j2, . . . , jm) to the columns (2, j2, . . . , jm), the new
column (2, j2, . . . , jm) to the column (3, j2, . . . , jm), etc. The resulting matrix will
have the upper qm − qm−1 rows being that of the diagonal matrix with elements−λ,
and the lower (south-east) square submatrix of order qm−1 formed by the elements
q∑
k=1
b(qi2···im),(kj2···jm) =
m−2∑
r=1
δ(ir+2···im),(j2...jm−r )pjm−r+1 · · ·pjmzm−r−1
+pj2 · · ·pjm.
Up to the term pj2 · · ·pjm this is the correlation matrix for the patterns (i2, . . . , im)
and (j2, . . . , jm) with the elements at the position (ii3 · · · im), (j2, . . . , jm) not de-
pending on i. Thus the same transformation as above reduces this matrix to the matrix
with qm−1 − qm−2 upper rows being these of the diagonal matrix with elements−λ,
and the lower square submatrix of order qm−2 consisting of the elements
q∑
k=1
m−2∑
r=1
δ(ir+2···im),(kj3...jm−r )pjm−r+1 · · ·pjmzm−r−1 + pjkpj3 · · ·pjm
=
m−3∑
r=1
δ(ir+3···im),(j3...jm−r )pjm−r+1 · · ·pjmzm−r−1 + (1+ z)pj3 · · ·pjm.
Repeating this argument one obtains the lower submatrix of order one consisting
of 1+ z+ · · · + zm−2 − λ, with all other non-zero elements −λ located on the up-
per main diagonal. Thus |B− λI | = (−λ)qm−1(1+ z+ · · · + zm−2 − λ), and the
statement about the eigenvalues of C follows.
We prove next that
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rank(Bν) = qm−k, ν = 1, . . . ,m− 1,
rank(Bν) = 1, ν  m.
Indeed, the argument above shows that rank(B) = qm−1. The elements of the matrix
B2 have the form∑
1r,sm
z2m−r−s−2
∑
k1···km
δ(ir+1···im),(k1...km−r )δ(ks+1···km),(j1···jm−s )
×pkm−r+1 · · ·pkmpjm−s+1 · · ·pjm
=
∑
r+sm
z2(m−1)−r−sP ()
+
∑
r+s<m
z2(m−1)−r−sδ(ir+s+1···im),(j1...jm−r−s )pjm−r−s+1 · · ·pjm.
This matrix, whose elements do not depend on i1, i2, can be shown to have exact-
ly qm−1 linearly independent rows by a sequence of elementary transformations as
above.
Now induction shows that for ν > 2 the elements of the matrixBν have the form
(
m−1∑
r=1
zr
)ν−2 ∑
r1+r2m
z2(m−1)−r1−r2P()
+
(
m−1∑
r=1
zr
)ν−3 ∑
r1+r2+r3m
z3m(−1)−r1−r2−r3P()
+ · · · +
∑
r1+···+rνm
zν(m−1)−r1−···−rν P ()
+
∑
r1+···+rν<m
zν(m−1)−r1−···−rν δ(ir1+···+rν+1···im),(j1...jm−r1−···−rν )
×pjm−r1−···−rν+1 · · ·pjm.
A similar argument shows that the rank of this matrix (whose elements do not depend
on indices i1, . . . , iν of the first component ı) is indeed qm−ν . Let p be qm-dimen-
sional vector with coordinates P(ı), ı ∈ I; the formulas above imply that for ν 
m, Bν ∝ epT, so that rank(Bν) = 1. This shows that the index of the eigenvalue
zm−1 of the matrix C is m, which is the order of the largest Jordan block (see for
example [4, p.131]).
The number, a0 of Jordan blocks of order m is equal to the rank of matrix Cm−1
minus one (i.e. the multiplicity of the eigenvalue 1+ z+ · · · + zm−1), so that a0 =
q − 1. Similarly, rank(Bm−2)− 1 is twice the number of blocks of order m plus the
number of blocks of size m− 1, which implies that a1 = q2 − 1− 2a0 = (q − 1)2.
Induction leads to the formula
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aν = qν+1 − 1−
ν−1∑
k=0
ak = (q − 1)2qν−1, ν = 1, . . . ,m− 1,
which concludes the description of the Jordan block structure and gives the form of
ψ(t). The facts that Ce = (1+ z+ · · · + zm−1)e and that p is an eigenvector of CT,
corresponding to the same eigenvalue, CTp = (1+ z+ · · · + zm−1)p, are verified
directly. 
To describe the structure of the column space R(B) of the matrixB, we introduce
the following symmetric matrix, V , with the elements
δ(i1···im−1),(j1...jm−1)[pi1 · · ·pim−1pj1 · · ·pjm−1]−1/2
and define the diagonal matrix D to be formed by the vector p. Then the productBV
has the elements of the form
m−1∑
r=1
zm−r−1
∑
k1···km
δ(ir+1···im),(k1...km−r )δ(k1···km−1),(j1···jm−1)[pk1 · · ·pkm−r ]−1pkm
=
m−1∑
r=1
zm−r−1
δ(ir+1···im),(j1...jm−r )
pj1 · · ·pjm−r
= bı (z)
P ()
,
which means that
BV = BD−1,
i.e.
B[D−1 − V ] = B[I − VD] = 0. (2)
A simple calculation shows that the matrix VD has elements δ(i1···im−1),(j1...jm−1)
pjm, so that tr(DV ) = qm−1 and
VDV = V.
It follows that matrices DV and VD are idempotent, so that they both have the rank
equal to qm−1. In the proof of Theorem 2.1 it was established that rank(B) = qm−1,
so that the dimension of R(B) is qm−1. Identity (2) means that this space is orthog-
onal to the space spanned by the columns of I − VD. As the dimension of the latter
space is rank(I − VD) = qm − qm−1, it forms the orthogonal complement of R(B).
Thus, the following result is true.
Theorem 2.2. For any z the row space R(B) of the matrix B coincides with the
orthogonal complement of the column space of I − VD.
In the following section, we will need the following formula:
CTDVDC− z2BTDB = (1+ 2z+ · · · + 2zm−1)ppT. (3)
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This formula is verified by direct evaluation of the elements of matrices above.
To complete this section we derive a symmetric similarity transformation for the
matrices C and CT (or B and BT). Denote by ı˜ the reversed pattern ı, i.e. ı˜ =
(im · · · i1), and let the permutation matrix P has the elements δı˜ , ı,  ∈ I. Clear-
ly P T = P = P−1. Let C˜ı (z) denote the correlation polynomial for the reversed
patterns ˜ and ı˜, C˜ı (z) = C˜ ı˜ (z). Since for any k, 1  k  m,
δ(j1...jk),(im−k+1···im)pi1 · · ·pim−k = δ(im−k+1···im),(j1...jk)pjk+1 · · ·pjm
P (ı)
P ()
,
one obtains
C˜ı (z)=
m∑
k=1
δ(j1···jk),(im−k+1...im)pi1 · · ·pim−k zk−1
=
m∑
k=1
δ(im−k+1···im),(j1...jk)pjk+1 · · ·pjm
P (ı)
P ()
= Cı (z) P (ı)
P ()
. (4)
Theorem 2.3. The matrix Q = PD is symmetric, i.e. matrices P and D commute,
PD = DP . Also
C = Q−1CTQ.
Proof. To prove this theorem first we notice that the matrix Q has elements δı˜ P (),
ı,  ∈ I. As P(˜ ) = P(), δı˜P () = δı˜ P (ı), it follows that QT = Q.
Also (4) means that
DCD−1 = C˜ = PCTP,
and this proves the fact that Q is a symmetric similarity transformation forC andCT.

Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 show that the column space of the matrix B(z) coincides
with the orthogonal complement of the column space of the matrix Q(I − VD).
3. Generalized inverse of pattern frequencies covariance matrix
The matrix C = C(1) determines the covariance matrix corresponding to the joint
distribution of empirical frequencies of all m-patterns in a random text. Consider a
circularly augmented version of the original sequence (1, . . . , n, 1, . . . , m−1), so
that n+1 = 1, . . . , n+m−1 = m−1, in which case the frequency νı of the pattern ı
is
νı =
n∑
%=1
δı,(%...%+m−1).
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For any fixed m-patterns ı and  , the random variables δı,(%...%+m−1) and
δ,(k...k+m−1) are independent, if |%− k|  m. Under this condition
Cov
(
δı,(%...%+m−1), δ,(k...k+m−1)
) = 0.
As Eδı,(%...%+m−1) = P(ı), one has for r = |%− k| < m, when %  k
Cov
(
δı,(%...%+m−1), δ,(k...k+m−1)
)
= δ(ir+1···im),(j1...jm−r )pjm−r+1 · · ·pjmP (ı)− P(ı)P ().
Therefore,
Cov
(
νı , ν
)= nP(ı) [δı − P()]
+
m−1∑
r=1
(n− r) [δ(ir+1···im),(j1...jm−r )pjm−r+1 · · ·pjmP (ı)
+ δ(i1···im−r ),(jr+1...jm)pim−r+1 · · ·pimP ()− 2P(ı)P ()
]
.
We now introduce the matrix  = limn→∞ n−1Cov
(
νı, ν
)
. Its elements have the
form
ı = δıP (ı)− (2m− 1)P (ı)P ()+ [Cı (1)− δı ]P(ı)
+[Cı(1)− δı ]P().
It follows that  can be written as
 = D − (2m− 1)ppT +DB + BTD, (5)
where B = C − I.
For statistical inference purpose a generalized inverse of this matrix is important.
We show here that this inverse can be taken to be
− = D−1 − V. (6)
Here V is defined in Section 2. Notice first of all that, as is shown there,
B− = −BT = 0.
Observe next that D− = I −DV is an idempotent matrix, as DV is. Also a simple
calculation shows that
V p = e,
so that
−p = e− V p = 0.
Therefore,
− = D− + BTD−,
and
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− = −D + −DB.
We prove now that (6) is a generalized inverse of , i.e.
− = . (7)
One has
−= D−+ BTD−
= D−D +D−DB + BTD−D + BTD−DB
= D +DB + BTD −DVD −DVDB − BTDVD
−BTDVDB + BTDB.
The comparison of this formula with (5) shows that (7) means that
DVD +DVDB ++BTDVD + BTDVDB − BTDB = (2m− 1)ppT
or
(BT + I)DVD(B + I)− BTDB = (2m− 1)ppT.
This identity follows from (3) for z = 1, which establishes the following result.
Theorem 3.1. The limiting covariance matrix  of m-patterns frequencies has form
(5), and one of its generalized inverses is given by (6).
Theorem 3.1 extends a similar known result for the uniform distribution [5,9]. As
a matter of fact, the argument above shows that a generalized inverse of the matrix
z = CTDC− z2BTDB − (1+ 2z+ · · · + 2zm−1)ppT
is
−z = z−2(m−1)[D−1 − V ].
As 1 = , Theorem 3.1 can be deduced from this fact.
Notice that (6) cannot be the Moore–Penrose generalized inverse matrix. Indeed,
De = p,pTe = 1, and DBe = (m− 1)p, so that
e = p − (2m− 1)p+ (m− 1)p+ BTp = 0.
However, in general, −e /= 0.
Theorem 3.1 shows that the rank of the matrix  is qm − qm−1. Indeed, as is easy
to see, − is an idempotent matrix, and tr(−) = tr(D−) = tr(I)− tr(DV ) =
qm − qm−1.
Let s be qm-dimensional vector with the coordinates
√
P(ı), ı ∈ I. Then the
diagonal matrix formed by this vector is D1/2, and we put B = D−1/2D−1/2.
According to (5)
B = I − (2m− 1)ssT +D1/2BD−1/2 +D−1/2BTD1/2.
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This matrix also has the rank qm − qm−1. (This fact can be derived from the spectral
decomposition of B in [1].) The asymptotic joint distribution of the normalized fre-
quencies of all m-patterns, (νı − nP(ı))/√nP(ı), ı ∈ I (as the sum of m-dependent
random vectors) is normal, N(0,B).
According to Theorem 3.1 a generalized inverse of matrix B is
−B = D1/2−D1/2 = I −D1/2VD1/2.
Theorem 3.2. The quadratic statistic
χ2 =
∑
ı
(νı − nP(ı))2
nP(ı)
−
∑
i1···im−1
(νi1···im−1 − pi1 · · ·pim−1)2
npi1 · · ·pim−1
(8)
asymptotically has χ2-distribution with qm − qm−1 degrees of freedom.
Proof. To establish this theorem notice that if Z is a normal, N(0,B), qm-di-
mensional vector, then according to Theorem 9.2.3 of [6] the distribution of the
quadratic form ZT−BZ is that of a χ2-random variable with tr(B
−1
B ) = qm −
qm−1 degrees of freedom. But with Zn denoting the random vector formed by (νı −
nP(ı))/
√
nP(ı), ı ∈ I, the quadratic form ZTn−BZn is exactly χ2 statistic in (8).

Theorem 3.2 leads to a test of the null hypothesis according to which probabilities
of letters in a random text are given numbers p1, . . . , pq . This test, which uses the
empirical frequencies of (overlapping) patterns rejects the null hypothesis for large
values of statistic (8). This test generalizes the well-known serial test used for testing
uniformity [2]. Moreover the analogue of Theorem 3.2 shows that if according to
the alternative hypothesis the letters probabilities are pi(1+ n−1/2ηi) i = 1, . . . , q ,
with
∑
piηi = 0, but ∑ ηi /= 0, then the limiting distribution of the statistic χ2 in
Theorem 3.2 is the noncentral χ2-distribution with qm − qm−1 degrees of freedom
and the noncentrality parameter (
∑
ηi)
2
.
Indeed, under the null hypothesis the limiting distribution of the normalized
frequencies of m-patterns, (νı − nP(ı))/√nP(ı), ı ∈ I, is normal with the mean
formed by coordinates (
∑
ηi)
√
P(ı), and the covariance matrix B . Thus because
of the same Theorem 9.2.3 of [2] the distribution of the quadratic form ZT−BZ is
that of a noncentral χ2-random variable with qm − qm−1 degrees of freedom and the
noncentrality parameter equal to (
∑
ηi)
2
. This fact allows for an approximate power
function of the mentioned test.
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